
 
 

MELODIC POWER METAL MADE IN VALENCIA 
 
Under so apocalyptic name this band from Valencia (Spain) that defines its sound like melodic 
power metal, fresh, updated with I touch progressive and of hard rock. "Mares de Dolor” (Seas of 
Pain) are the result of their last months of hard work as much in home and over the scenes that by 
the way have shared with Barricada, Obús, Sugarless and many other. 
 

”WITH OUR NEW SINGER NEUS FERRI WE DO A QUALITY JUMP” 
 
The disc, with songs that speak from fantastic tales to daily things and with a very special of 
ecology, reflects clearly their referring (Iron Maiden, Helloween. Stratovarius, Dream Theatre, 
Lana Lane or even Tori Amos with the voice of Neus Ferri, recent incorporation with which admits 
to have given "a quality jump". Still counting on the magnificent voice of Neus, they have not had 
inconvenient in counting on collaborations in the vocal part of Manuel Rodriguez (Sphinx) in "No 
hay rival" and Dany G (Dark Sun) in "Cielo sin luz". 
"Mares de Dolor" are recorded A.P.K. Studio in Quart de Poblet (Valencia) and with the final touch 
of Alberto Rionda (Avalanch) in the Bunker Studios in Asturias. 
 

A LITTLE BIT OF HISTORY 
 
Juicio de Dios was formed in Valencia in 1998, since then they have undergone different changes 
from components, remaining from first day J. Miguel De la Torre (guitar) and Miguel Alejandro 
(drums). In 2000 they gained the Musica Jove Contest which supposed to appear to them in a 
promotional CD. Later, in 2005 they self issue the CD "El Amanecer de los tiempos" with which 
they obtained to very good critics and sales in its concerts. 2007 and already with the definitive 
musicians they go to record the CD that you have in your hands "Mares de Dolor". 
JUICIO DE DIOS are: Neus Ferri (voice), J. Miguel De la Torre (guitar), Rafael Such (guitar), 
Miguel Alejandro (drums), Daniel Pérez (bass) & Héctor Sierra (keyboards). 

  
 

www.juiciodedios.com
www.myspace.com/juiciodedios 

 
info@juiciodedios.com

management Leo 625.25.21.12 
 

 
 

www.psm-music.com
www.myspace.com/psmmusicbcn

 
promo@psm-music.com

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Recomended price: 10 € - 8435015509651 – distribución:  www.discmedi.com
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